To: The fairytales class 2009

Ryan Asher, Stephanie Benner, Nicole Carter, Tiffany Coleman, Jasmine Coles, Ashley Davis, Lauren Haffner, Ashphord Jacoway, Brian Lamorena, Amber Martinez, Kelly Murray, Tony Sanchez, Sara Schmatz, Lauren Shufelt, Brian Simmons, Dallas Tolentino, Phil Volmer, Kelly Zahratka, Kait Ziegler...

From: 2010 cast and crew
We send our love!!!

SONG: One Day at a Time
In all my life I've never been quite myself
And all my time is spent living for someone else
And I'm just dying to be me for one more day

For all my life I've tried to hide all my pain
And every time it comes back twice, twice the same
And I'm just trying to be me for one more day
For one more day

Chorus:
Just take it one day at a time
When you're 'bout to lose your mind
You can make it, you can make it
You can make it baby
Cause what don't kill you makes you strong
You can do it, just hold on
You can make it, hold on one more day

In every smile I find some peace that I can claim
And every mile I walk I leave some of the pain
And I'm 'a keep on walkin' on for one more day
For one more day

(A message from the cast) then repeat chorus
The Community

Olisa Enrico (Johnson)

History Myth and Legend are all intertwined
Belief, Reality and Imagined are a state of mind
All are blind and all can see
All are chained and all are free
You ask how can this be?
I ask how it cannot be?
We got carbon copy people with carbon copy dreams
Is life what it seems? Or 'krispy kremes’?
Mass or steam? I, or team?
When do you decide what's really true?
When do you become who is really you?

Stephanie Benner- Assistant Director
Jasmine Coles- Choreographer
Lauren Haffner- Choreographer (choice after choice)
Tori Hirsh- Strauss- Choreographer (because I can)
Tony Sanchez- Drums, guitar and percussion
Andrienne Wilson- Piano, flute and percussion

The cast and crew would like to thank...

Dr. Tawnya Pettiford-Wates, Janet Rodgers, Dr Noreen Barnes. Ryan Asher, Ashphord Jacoway, Andrienne Wilson, Tony Sanchez, Phil Volmer Kait Zeigler, Jaci Camden, Rachel Braford, Makira Enrico, Gary Lee Johnson,

The Journey

PROLOGUE- a hero is... I always knew

CYCLE ONE- The Monomyth

CYCLE TWO- Monsters and Fairies/ Demons and Angels..... Disney De-generation...Dreams... they told me to hope...Dream-escape to nightmares

CYCLE THREE- Wake up/the call / assignment / heeding the call ... something must change... crossing the threshold

CYCLE FOUR- refusal of the call/ a living hell/ belly of the whale ... able... am I ready.... ready... am I willing...

CYCLE FIVE- initiation/ trials/ temptations/

CYCLE SIX- Fight for your life.... new... identity...

CYCLE SEVEN- Return.... triumph?? But I told them

EPILOGUE- ... One day at a time

THE ENSEMBLE

Debbie Crabbe
Jazmin Foster
Brian Hall
Cassie Hamilton

Jessie Jordan
Olivia Luna
Mauricio Marces
Ahjah Prom